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REMINDER...ATCA Website Password Changes

As per the ATCA Board action, the password to access the Members
Only section will be changing each month and will be published in the ATCA
Newsletter. The reason for the change is to protect our membership since our
directory is posted.
What can you find by going to atcaonline.com? The Members Only
section has a color version of our newsletter with extra pages that are not
found on the printed version. In addition, a current membership directory
which includes known email addresses can be downloaded as a microsoft
VIRGINIA REGIONAL PHONE SHOW
excel file.
Saturday, February 23, 2008
When entering the Members Only section, you will be asked for a
8:00 - Noon (setup at 8 am)
either a login or user name depending on which internet system you are using
Williamsburg United Methodist Church
and then a password. The login/username is atca in lower case.
500 Jamestown Road
The February password will be redAE40.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Registration: $5, spouse, guests free
Tables: $10
Host: Russ Cowell
Email — WECoguy@cox.net
Telephone: 757-258-5308
Checks payable to: Russ Cowell
And mail to: Russ Cowell
105 Woodmere Drive
Friday, May 2, 6 PM...Reception...Food & drinks

ATCA SPRING SHOW
Indianapolis, Indiana
Marriott East

Williamsburg, VA 23185

NORTHEAST REGIONAL
PHONE SHOW

Enfield, Connecticut

Saturday, May 3... 8 AM...show opens
Saturday, May 3...Auction...5 PM
Saturday, May 3...show room open after the auction
Sunday, May 4...show opens 8 AM, closes 11:59 AM

Show will be advertised in local media and state-wide antique media
Friday: 6 PM - 10 PM
Saturday: 8 AM - 11 AM
Rooms at the Marriott will be $99
Crown Plaza - Enfield
Call 1-317-322-3716
1 Bright Meadow Boulevard
Ask for the ATCA rate as it is several dollars in savings
Enfield, Connecticut 06082
Phone - (860) 741-2211
Must register by March 1 to get Rooms at the La Quinta (actually closer to the set-up
special $85 hotel rate
room than the Marriott.... connected by a hallway)

For tables or to register,
call Bill Provencher
(802) 476-7189

Call 1-317-352-1231
Rooms there are $74
The LaQuinta is owned by the Marriott

Address change?? Send it to: ATCA, P O Box 1252, McPherson, KS 67460
Send all ads to: ATCA, PO Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362 Email ads

to j.huckeby@insightbb.com
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New Members

Signs of the Past

Daniel Major, 4346
1147 CH. Ste-Marie
Masouche, Quebec
Canada J7K 3C2
450-966-9997

H

John Dousmanis, 4347
345 8th avenue, Apt 6B
New York, NY 10001
646-638-2201
Robert Fuga, 4348
28 Humphrey St.
Weymouth, MA 02189
781-335-1972

ere is a very cool Bell cut out sign. There
were a number of signs that the Bell
companies used on their trucks and cars. Most
of the ones I have seen have been round.
It is very unusual to find one like this. They all seem to
have the same stop accidents design. I have seen them
made in metal and porcelain. The porcelain signs are
very hard to get. If you have any photos of a Bell car or
truck with one of the accident signs on it, I would love
to see it. If you have an early Bell truck or car in your
collection,I would like for you to take me for a ride. I
will pay for the gas. Happy Hunting.
... Mark Redmond #875

Marty Wise, 4349
400 E. Randolph St.,
Unit 2515
Chicago, IL 60601
312-938-9596
William Granger, 4350
313 W. Hill St.
Wabash, IN 46992
260-563-8529

Corrections
SM Samuels
9401W- 700N
Converse, IN 46919
Jerry Singer
20 Bowman Lane
Westborough, MA 01581

redAE40

is the password you will need when you go to the ATCA website to log
in to the members only section.
While there, please check your email address. If it is not correct,
contact Cindy at
office@atcaonline and give her the correct
address. Please also check your mailing address, phone number, etc. If
there are any corrections needed, again contact Cindy.
The login/user name is always atca..The password will change
with the March newsletter. You will receive an email from Chuck with
the new password, as well as read it in the March newsletter.
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Another successful Maitland show, 40 tables
Lee Thompson always
brings interesting paper
items as
well as nice
signs

One table had several phones from Russia

Above and below sticks belong to Paul Linker
Norm Mulvey brought early pieces

Alan Colburn brought a nice original pay station sign

Jim Aita brings clean desk sets
There were several tables of insulators
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Unlocking the mystery of Three Slot Pay Station/Payphone Coin Vault
Doors and their respective Locks and Keys from 1912 through 1939
—by Dick Pitzer
1. This article discusses coin vault doors and their respective locks and keys used on the larger three slot Pay Stations & Payphones
manufactured by the Gray Telephone Pay Stations Company, The Gray and Western Electric Manufacturing Company, Western
Electric Inc. and the Bell System from 1912 through 1939. The information in this article was gathered from several sources, to
include but not limited to, The United States Patent Office, The Gray Pay Station Catalog (Number 22 dated 1912), The Gray Pay
Station Catalog (circa 1925), and The Gray Pay Station Catalog (circa 1935).
THE MODEL 50A LOCKS AND KEYS
2. We begin with the model 50A three slot pay station (a.k.a Coin Collector), patented November 5, 1912 (Patent number 1,043,219).
While the patent information makes no mention of a model 50A, it’s generally accepted that the item described in this patent and a
model 50A are synonymous. You may wish to read more about the 50A using the internet to access the U.S. Patent Office website.  
Their website is very easy to use and is a wealth of information.
3.  In the above patent drawing, we find a flat style coin vault door using what appears to be a lock that uses a flat key.  We base this
conclusion by viewing the vertical notch in the lock keyway and the design on the head of the key (three leafs with a hole in each
leaf). This style of lock and key is consistent with a number 14E lock and key manufactured by the Eagle Lock Company. The use
of a flat key appears to correspond with the pictures on pages 11, 15, 19 and 21 in the above 1912 Gray catalog.  Was a flat key the
only style of key used on the model 50A payphone?  No.  A key with grooved sides was also used on this payphone along with other
models of the larger three slot payphones circa 1912. If we look on pages 17 and 23 in the 1912 Gray Pay Station Catalog, we see a
non flat style key (a key with grooved sides) used with the 50A.  You’ll notice that the style of the key head on page 17 differs from
that on page 23. The keys on these pages appear identical to those for a number 11A lock (see photos of 11A lock in Figures 1 and 2).
If you compare the grooves along with the number of bits/teeth shown on page 17 with the photos of the number 11A keys below, they
appear very close if not identical to each other. However, I cannot say with certainty that the lock on page 17 and 23 is a number 11A.
The grooved keys shown in the 1912 Gray catalog in the picture of the 50A appear identical to those of#11A in design. The 11A locks
in my collection are not stamped with a manufacture’s name or logo.  However, the 11A keys in my collection will fit the key way of
an old Corbin Lock (stamped Corbin on the back) with similar lock and key style design. It’s possible that Corbin manufactured the
11A locks and keys

#11A Locks & Keys
Figures 1 and 2
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FLAT VAULT DOORS
4.  We see from the above referenced patent drawing and the 1912 Gray Telephone Pay Station Catalog that the model 50A used a flat
vault door.  The 14E lock or the 11A lock described above will work with the flat door.  To my knowledge there 4 different styles of
flat vault doors as described below (please let me know if you know of other styles).  Sometimes you’ll find a number stamped on the
door. This number may have been used to identify the key number for the lock:		
Style # 1: See Figures 3 and 4.  This style of flat door is the same as pictured on pages 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 in the 1912 Gray catalog.  
This appears to be the first or earliest version of the flat door.  The door is a flat piece of steel approximately 0.125 inches thick, by
4.225 inches wide, by 4.225 inches high. Note how the hole for the lock is offset from center. There are two small lugs spot welded
to the lower back edge of the door to hold the bottom of the door in place when installed.  Two flanges are spot welded on the back of
the door for mounting the lock.  Four holes are drilled and threaded (two in each flange) to accept a total of four 6-40 machine screws.  
The earliest flat doors may have been made of cast iron although I’ve never seen one.
Style #1
Rear view
Lock mounting
2 lug mounting
Style #1
Front view
Round key
hole

Figure 4

Figure 3

Style # 2: See Figures 5 and 6. This differs from Style # 1 in that it has a shroud around the keyhole. The shroud is made of very thin
steel.
Style #2 front
Keyhole shroud

Figure 5

Style #2
Rear view

Figure 6
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Style # 3: See Figures 7 and 8. This door differs from Style #1 in that it does not have two individual hold down lugs spot welded on
the back. Instead, it has an elongated hold down bracket on the back.
Style #3
Front view
Round key hole-no shroud

Style #3
Rear view
Continuous or
Elongated
lug style

Figure 7
Figure 8
		

Style # 4: See Figures 9 and 10. This door differs from Style # 1 in that it has both a keyhole shroud and an elongated hold down
bracket on the back.
Style #4
Rear view

Style #4
Front view
Keyhole
shroud

Elongated lug
bracket

Figure 9
Figure 10
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THE 12A LOCK
5. On December 12, 1922 a patent (#1,439,012) was issued to George A. Long of Hartford, Connecticut. This patent was for a lock
which employed a single key but the key was designed to use both sides of the key to activate the lock. One side of the key would
activate the levers while the opposite side of the key would activate the pin tumbler section of the lock. The pin tumbler area consists
of three individual pin tumbler sections. The lock was designed such that the one side of the key (for the pin tumbler section of the
lock) would have to be correctly engaged by the key in order for the barrel of the lock to turn to engage the lever section of the lock.
The seven levers in the early 12A locks are each stamped with a number which corresponded to the respective cut or profile of the
lever. Each lever is also stamped 12A.
See Figures 11, 12 and 13.

From the 1925 Gray Pay Station Catalog---I’ve added text
blocks

Lever
Section

Figure 11

Steel Ball
Upper pin
Lower pin
Spring
3 Section
Pin Tumbler

Figure 12

Bolt
Return spring connected
to bottom of each lever

7 Levers

Tumbler
section located
in this area

Figure 13
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1924 VAULT DOOR
6. On October 7, 1924, a patent (#1,510,893) was issued to George A. Long of Hartford, Connecticut, assignor to The Gray Telephone
Pay Station Company.  This patent was for a vault door designed such that it makes one quite difficult to remove by aid of punches
as evil inclined persons have been able to do in the past with ease according to the patent statement. This door was seen as a great
improvement over the previous flat door design.  The 12A lock will fit this door.  See Figure 14 and 15.

Figure 14

Figure 15

12A Lock
Front, top, and rear view
THE 12B AND 10L LOCKS
7. Subsequently, a model 12B lock and a model 10L lock were manufactured. The 12B differs from a 12A in that the keyhole
area for the 12B is much heavier/thicker and larger than the 12A’s. The 12A and 12B locks were intended for use on bell system
telephone lines with multi-coin collectors of both prepay and post payment types. The 12B locks are stamped on the back: Western
Electric Made in U.S.A. The 10L lock is the same internal design as the 12A except that the keyway is such that the 10L keys will
not interchange with a 12A or 12B. The 10L was intended for use by the independent telephone companies. The early 10L locks
are stamped on the back with one of the following names: Western Electric Made in U.S.A, Gray Mfg. Co. Made in U.S.A. or The
Long Security Lock Co. Hartford, Conn. U.S.A. The 12B and early 10L locks have 6 levers plus one stationary keyway partition
(sometimes called a key ward). The key ward is a fixed partition held in place by two vertical studs.  The partition is part of the lever
stack and is placed either at the top of the stack, or the bottom of the stack, or placed between any of two levers in the stack. The
levers in the 12B and early 10L locks are not stamped with a number like the 12As. Also, the levers in the 12B and 10L locks are
manufactured with a semi-circular depression swaged in the lever at one edge to cooperate with the slots or notches in the edge of the
key.  The idea was to reduce the thickness of the lever in this area thereby making it more difficult to open the lock with an improper
key.
The later 10L locks are marked Automatic Electric on the back and the levers are stamped with a number. The AE 10L levers have a
slightly different profile than the 12B and early 10Ls.  Pictures of the early 12A, 12B and 10L are shown in Figures 16 through 24:
12A Lock
Front, top, and rear view

Figure 16

Figure 18
Figure 17
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12B Lock (Note larger nose area around keyway than 12A)
Front, top and rear view
Figure 19

Figure 21

Figure 20

Figure 22

Figure 23

Figure 24

10L Lock Front, top and rear view
1928 VAULT DOOR (Reinforced)
8.  On May 1, 1928 a patent (#1,667,804) was issued to Frederick A. Hoyt, of Bloomfield, New Jersey, and Oscar A. Shann, of
Brooklyn, New York, assignors to the Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc. This patent was for a means for reinforcing the lock and door
of telephone coin collectors. The front, bracket and reinforcing side pieces are electrically welded together into a single unit of great
rigidity. See Figure 25.

Reinforced back and lock area
Vertical steel bar on both sides
Heavier steel in these areas

Figure 25
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The reinforced door comes in two different styles for the front. One with a round key hole and one with a non round key hole. Both
styles are pictured in Figure 26 and 27. The one on the left is not made round in the conventional fashion, but is opened up only in an
arc through which the key is rotated. As a result, two projections are left extending over the lock center to prevent the use of a drill or
drift.

Figure 26
Non Round keyhole style; this door is
dated I-30.

Figure 27
Round keyhole style; this door is
not dated

CIRCA 1930/31 VAULT DOOR (Additional reinforcement)
9. Circa 1931 the above door was reinforced even more as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28
This door is dated IV-31
Larger steel vertical strips were added to the
existing vertical strips
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1934 (GRAY AND WESTERN ELECTRIC DISCONTINUE PARTNERSHIP
10. Circa 1934, the partnership between the Gray Telephone Pay Station Company and the Western Electric Company was
discontinued. There were several reason pointed out on page 122 in the 1935 Gray Telephone Pay Station Catalog which included:
Tremendous amount of handling and added transportation charges, overhead, etc. Gray began in-house production of their three slot
payphones. Gray used either a 12B (Bell Lock) or 10L lock (independent telephone companies) for their vault doors.
WESTERN ELECTRIC VAULT DOORS, LOCKS AND KEYS (Circa 1934-39)
11. The Western Electric Company began production of their three slot payphones circa 1934.
12. On December 24, 1935 a patent (#2,025,390) was issued to Frederick A. Hoyt, East Orange, New Jersey, and assignor to the Bell
Systems Laboratories.  This patent was for a very heavy steel door, heat treated, and a significant improvement over the previous
design by Hoyt and Shann patent 1,667,804 issued May 1, 1928. Figure 29 is a picture of such a door. The door is made to use the
Western Electric model 14 lock. The model 14 lock (See Figures 31) is a six lever lock with a key ward between the third and forth
levers.  The first style model 14 lock, the 14A, is stamped Western Electric Made in U.S.A. on the back along with the patent number
1793254. This patent appears to be the patent for the 10G upper housing lock issued in February 1931. The 10G and the model 14
are similar in their internal construction. The 10G uses fewer levers than and also incorporates the key ward (sometimes called a key
partition). The 14As were designed and manufactured for use with the door pictured in Figure 29.

Front W.E.
Door circa
1934/35

Figure 29
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Rear view
Door has patent number
2025390
Stamped in red ink

Figure 30

Figure 31
14A front and back view

13. The 14B, 14C and 14D locks are similar in construction to the 14A. However the markings on the backs of these locks are
different than the 14As.
The 14B locks which have a letter before the key/lock number (for example E24061 or F61241) are marked Western Electric Made
in U.S.A. 14B on the back. The 14B lock was produced subsequent to the 14A.
The 14B locks with just the key/lock number (for example 885410 or 934619) are marked Western Electric Made in U.S.A. 14B
along with the following patent dates 2114032, 2114033 and 2143425. These locks were manufactured after January 1939 (the date
of the last patent).
The 14C and 14D locks are marked the same as the 14B lock above and were manufactured after January 1939 (the date of the last
patent stamped on the lock). The 14C and 14D locks are a little different than the 14A and 14B on the outside. The 14C and 14D
locks do not have an opening to view the levers. Therefore, one could easily cut a key for the 14As and 14Bs but that’s not the case
for the 14C and 14D. There also appears to be a slight difference between the 14C and 14D in that the 14D’s keyhole area is chrome
or nickel plated.
14. The 15A and 15B Western Electric locks. These locks are not often seen. The 15A locks have been found mounted on the early
reinforced style hole vault doors on very early 1934 Western Electric payphones (for example one was found on a lower Western
Electric Inc. lower housing vault door with a 150K (stamped 150K) Western Electric style steel upper housing, both dated 1934.
Another was found on a Western Electric Inc. model 161A dated 1934.) The 15A lock is stamped Western Electric U.S.A. on the back
along with the patent number 1793254 (10G lock patent number issue Feb 1931). The lock number on the 15A is stamped on the bolt
which is unusual. When Western Electric and Gray split in 1934, Gray held the patents on the 12A, 12B and 10L style locks. It makes
sense that Western Electric started producing locks to fit the earlier reinforced vault doors as there were most likely thousands still
in use by the Bell system companies. A good business decision for Western Electric to develop their own locks and keys rather than
having to depend on Gray.
Western Electric used the internal design from the 10G (patented in 1931) for both the model 14 and 15 locks.  The only significant
difference is that the models 14 and 15 locks have more levers and of heavier construction.
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The model 15A is shown in Figures 32, 33 and 34.

Figure 32

Figure 33

Figure 34
15A back view
—Note patent number 1793254

The model 15B is shown here:

Figure 36

Figure 35
The 15B is stamped Western Electric Made in U.S.A. on the back along with the following patents: 2114032, 2114033 and 2143425.
This indicates that these locks were made after the last patent 2143425 (January 1939). The 15B is shown in Figures 35 and 36.
NOTE:  The 15A and 15B locks will only fit the reinforced doors of 1928 (patent 1,667,804) or later.  The 15A and 15B locks will not
fit the flat doors or the 1935 Western Electric style door.
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UNDERSTANDING LEVERS AND POSSIBLE KEY COMBINATIONS
15. Understanding levers and possible key combinations. All the locks described above have levers incorporated in their design (the
12A, 12B and 10L also incorporate a separate pin tumbler section). So let’s now look at the possible number of keys which could be
cut for a lever-only lock.
The total maximum number of possible changes (unique distinct keys) in a lever lock is simply the number of positions a lever
can be cut to raised to the number of levers.
For example, let’s say a lock has 7 levers in total. Next, let’s say that there are 7 different levers to chose from (for example, each
lever is cut a little different to correspond to a slightly different depth in cut to the respective notch in the key—in some locks the
levers are numbered 1 through 7).  Therefore, since there are 7 levers and 7 possible lever cuts in this example, we find:
There are 823,543 unique key possibilities. (7 total levers raised to the 7th power = 823,543)
That’s of course is not to say they made this many locks with unique keys.
16. UNDERSTANDING POSSIBLE KEY COMBINATIONS using both PIN TUMBLER AND LEVER
This is where it gets interesting. Let’s look for example at the 12A lock which is comprised of both a pin tumbler section and a lever
section. This lock is designed such that the pin tumbler section must be activated (using the three lower cuts on the key) before the
barrel of the lock can be turned to engage the seven lever section. We compute the possible combinations of the pin tumbler section in
the same manner as the lever section.
First, the 12A has a three pin tumbler section. Next, let’s say that there are six different lengths of upper pins for each of the three pin
tumbler sections (there maybe more or less than 6). (Note: The lower pins do not vary in length.) So we compute the possible number
of pin tumble combinations as follows:
Three pin tumbler section raised to the possible number of different lengths of upper pins (in this example 6) = 3 raised to the 6th
power or 729. This means there are 729 different combinations of notch depths in the 3 notches on the bottom part of a 12A key.
You’ll note that there are only three notches on bottom part of each key for a 12A, 12B or 10L lock. This is because these three locks
utilize a three section pin tumbler section along with a lever section.
In summary, if you take a 12A lock for example, we find that the chance of a key opening this lock in the example above is:
((729(tumble section) X 823,543(lever section from example in paragraph 15 above)) OR 1 in 600,362,847
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Wally Tubbs # 2294 E-mail
dt44829@windstream.net
Phone 402.450.0899
Wanted
Receiver cap for an International receiver. Cap is
marked ‘International’ and on the inside at the bottom
there is a 1/4” space where there are no threads. See
photos!
Vern Potter #1435
2940 S. 500 E.
S.L.C, UT 84106
(801) 486-6794
email VERNP@WEBTV.NET
Info wanted
I found this early odd hook, I have did show it to a SC
collector and we belive this is for an early Stromberg
Carlson phone. The Screw/pin pivot for the hook are
the same as a Oil Can C/S. The base of the hook is the
same as an Oil can, but much shorter. This would be
used on as wall phone, but it has no contact as would
be found on a standard wall hook. The pin in the spring
is too short to reach through the side of a wood phone.
(don’t see any cut marks) Are there any SC collectors
that have info they would like to share with the rest of
us? Yes this part will be put up for trade/ sale, only after
I find out what it is.
ATCA MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Andrew Chupela
33 Sine Rd.
Edison,NJ 08817
732-986-2637
AMVTCHUP@AOL.COM

Wanted
Keystone Telephone Company Of Philadelphia
Telephone items. Attention members does any one have
or have seen this Keystone wall telephone?   This picture
is from their 1909/1910 catalog.
Vince Merlino
162 Cresthill Ave.
Tonawanda, NY 14150
716-835-6782
For Sale or Trade. Contact

Do you have an email?  ATCA wants to include member
e-mails on it’s membership directory which is now
updated monthly on-line so that members can have
instant access.  Do we have your email address?    Go to
atcaonline.com and click on the members only section.
The login/username is atca and the password this month
is redAE40. The membership directory is in micoscoft
excel format. If you don’t have excel on your computer,
there is information on the webpage for you to obtain a
free version for viewing the directory.

Tom Adams
7709 Fairlake Dr.
Wake Forest, NC 27587
919-761-8784
Email: tom.adams1@mindspring.com

Doug #3176
dougrose9477@aol.com
508-877-9477
Wanted
IVORY SOFT PLASTIC 302. Yes, soft plastic, not
thermoplastic. These were made in 1955 and had a
painted Ivory handset. They also were made in Green
and Red. I have the Ivory handset, so I only need the
base in nice displayable condition. If you have one,
please contact me....Doug #3176

WANTED
Lock for backplate of Gray coin collector, #18B25.
This lock is about 1.5” square and the key barrel is in
the center of the lock unlike most backplate and drawer
locks. This lock is needed to complete a rare coin collector project. Thanks for looking.

pictures included
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A P Bloom
631-749-0100 ext 2
Wanted: WE type 85B1 transformer, used to power the
type 4A speakerphone.
Vin DiJohn, 4281
P.O. Box 1632
Monrovia, CA 91017
626-305-9372
Wanted
WE deskstand transmitter cup with the faceplate and
Bakelite mouthpiece. I prefer that the cup and faceplate
not be bare brass.
…… WE 553 or 653 metal wall
phone cover with dial opening (dial opening is a must.

Please verify your directory information. If we do not
have your email address, please send a note to Cindy in
the office at office@atcaonline.com so she can include
it in next month’s directory update.

Gary Goff
ggoff@telis.org

Russ Cowell ATCA # 3065
105 Woodmere Drive
Williamsburg, VA 23185
(757) 258-5308
Email: WECoguy@cox.net
FOR SALE --Dial blanks for 500/554 sets
Kellogg 95B NOS
complete WITH NOS NUMBER RING KIT and
securing clamp and screws -1 - white
2 - ash
gray (not WE gray) 2 - beige 2 - black 2 - brown
-- chocolate brown (not WE mahogany) 2 - Kellogg
Yellow -- more mustard -- (not WE yellow) 2 - cherry
red (not WE red)   These are the ones which fit on top
of the housing and are secured from underneath with the
included clamp and screws -- $10 each shipped USPS
first class mail in padded envelope
If you want any
of the above WITHOUT the number ring kit, then $7
each. Also --- WECo 95C -- WITHOUT the number
ring kit.   3- black These fit underneath the housing
$10 each shipped box in a box, USPS first class mail.
This is your opportunity to covert one or more of those
spare 500/554 sets to a manual set for display or use.
Ask about discounts if you want three or more. All items
subject to prior sale.

John Dresser ATCA #406
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, Calif 93908
831-484-1961
fjdress@pacbell.net
Wanted:
top boxes with burled wood front
boxes with
crank on front door Blake transmitter boxes Any
Charles Williams, Gilliland, Standard Electrical works
and Post &co. equipment or parts.
For sale
8”round concave American Bell hub cap sign with
Local & Long Distance in center rough shape $125
American Electric top box $50

Wanted
National Bell Telephone Co. Name tag, as pictured.
http://home.mindspring.com/~tom.adams3/
PostCoffinTag.jpg
Brian C. Oakes #3942
3543A S. Parnell
Chicago, IL. 60609-1796
(773) 268-2311
boax_9675@yahoo.com
WANTED
1) Bell System original “Local and Long Distance”
phone booth glass lamp shade. 2) Bell System original
“blued finish” single-slotted round-head wood screws of
all sizes. 3) Western Electric 98A bakelite lightning
protectors dated 1949 and before. 4) Western Electric
original electrical wiring and connectors set-up for a
1950’s wood phone booth exterior directory shelf metal
pull-chain lamp shade.
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Southern California
Telephone Collector Show
(Sponsored by TCI/ATCA Members
for all telephone collectors)
Saturday, March 1st, 2008
8:00am to 1:00pm
Placentia Presbyterian Church Key
Center Hall
849 N. Bradford, Placentia, CA
(Church is located about 1⁄2 mile east
of the 57 Freeway, just south of Yorba
Linda Blvd. Use Yorba Linda Blvd.
offramp and head east to Bradford.
Church is about 1⁄2 mile south of
Yorba Linda Blvd.)
Table charge is $10 and MUST be
paid in advance. There is a limited
number available so don’t delay in
sending in your money.
(Mail to: Gary Goff,
3805 Spurr Cir., Brea, CA 92823)
There is a $2 admission charge for
EVERYONE
Refreshments are provided, donations
welcome.
There will be a silent auction at Eleven.
Bring your donations for the auction.  Proceeds benefit you or TCI and
ATCA.
For information, contact Gary Goff,
(714) 528-3561.
On day of show, use this telephone
number: (714) 928-6352
ALLEN ROCKEFELLER #3642
24 FAIRVIEW PLACE
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
631-234-4004
arock1313@optonline.net
WANTED:
AE small transmitter w/cup for stairstep candlestick,
SC receiver shell only, NE NU Handset, Mercedes dial
actuator shunt arm & spring or trashed dial w/contacts.
American Electric trans cup for candlestick. WE dial
number plate retaining clips. PAX celluloid number
card.
Stromberg Carlson early spitcup handset for
1177/1178 cradlephone.
Western Electric 2HB or
2HA dial
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David Kuns,
P.O. Box 1852
Chino Valley, AZ. 86323
Phone: (928)710-3631or (928) 636-1588;
Email: kooonzeee@yahoo.com
Website: www.phonemandave.net
WANTED
Original terminal strip for WE #10;
Painted E-1
seamless handsets in original Gray, Old Brass, Oxidized
Silver, or Statuary Bronze;
Will trade WE dials or
$ for WE NOTCHED (#4 style) 132E dial face;
Original WE wood/metal base cover for #22 or early
#20B stick; Will trade WE OST cap or $ for ear cap
for Swedish Amer brass bottom receiver; Will trade
SC oilcan parts for coil with nickel retaining clips for
inside base of SC oilcan (email for pic) & original 4
screw base cover;
Keystone receiver and anything
Keystone.
Mark Peterson#2762
11413 149th Ave. KPN
Gig Harbor,WA. 98329
253-238-6080
marknshell@comcast.net
Wanted:
Solid reciever cap Complete Chicago reciever
Solid OST reciever complete
Deveau Transmitter
screws to mount trans. to cup
Century reciever
cap
Gray paystation arms to mount candlestick to
collector,quality repros OK,need the short arm and long
arm to mount to a #23 collector Ratty original green
reciever cords or GOOD ones for candlesticks
Jon Kolger #561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
(817)-329-5262
jkolger@gte.net
WANTED
As always, seeking quality vintage COLORED telephones from all manufacturers, particularly Automatic
Electric Monophones, round or square base, desk or
wall sets. COLORED Western Electric 302 variants,
such as those with the two-line switch on the left front
corner. I am in desperate need of a blue 302 with blue
plungers, dated 1941 or earlier, to complete a set.
Always buying NEW OLD STOCK Western Electric
COLORED clothcoiled cords still on their wooden
dowels.
Still seeking a BLUE North Electric desk
set, or any COLORED North Electric wall set.
Dark
BlueStromberg-Carlson 1543 as pictured on page 58
of Dooner’s blue book.
COLORED cradlephones
from other manufacturers such as Stromberg-Carlson
oval base, Leich, Connecticut, Kellogg Masterphone
and Redbar, as well as interesting vintage COLORED
foreign telephones. Vintage COLORED cradlephone
literature such as catalogs,color charts, samples, etc...
COLORED dial blanks for vintage AutomaticElectric
Monophones such as type 40, 50, etc...
Matte gold-plated trim in good condition for vintage
AE Monophones.
Also always looking for unusual
acoustic “string” telephones, particularly those with
magneto-signalling and/or speaking/listening tubes.
Also seeking primitive, homemade, acoustic telephones,
the stranger the better.
Wanted to buy acoustic
telephone literature such as catalogs, flyers, instructions,
etc... Thanks!

Eugene Doom
14973 Groenevelt
Spring Lake, MI 49456
616 842 8327
springdoom@aol.com
wanted
I am looking for a receiver cap for a Dean bakalite
receiver and a bottom cover for a Stromberg Carlson
dial stick.
Mike Davis #2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756
(516) 735-9765
email mvtel@verizon.net
web site www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
Wanted
Unusual payphones! NOS WE and Gray pay station
parts.
Gray pay stations, payphones and parts.
Gray 750 pay station, 50A pay station. Early Western
Electric payphones and parts.
Parts or whole WE
1234 touch tone 3 slot payphones.
WE #1 Dial.
Sunburst dial, Am Bell long poll.
Vault lock for a
Gray shield coin collector.
Steve Hilsz
P. O. Box 429
Salome, AZ 85348-0429
928-859-3595
jydsk@tds.net
information
It has come to my attention that there are still several
misinformed members who are throwing away scrap
relays, circuit cards, backplane (this is what a circuit
card plugs into), not to mention old switching apparatus
that they no longer can store. This is exactly the same
as burning dollar bills to make room. I will help recycle
your old apparatus for the precious metal content and
pay you accordingly. If you are too far away for me to
drive to your place, I will pay you to haul the material
to a storage facility and I will pay rent on the storage
space until I can get there. Now, stop throwing money
away and get in touch with me, night or day by phone
or by email.
Bob K
Wanted
Dialtone generator (350+440 HZ) at a reasonable price,
. Prefer Lorain but will take what ever you have. Can
be 48 volt dc or 117 vac powered. Still looking for
line and cut off relays Western Electric (EA-29 and
EA-35). Would prefer on a strip but separate is ok.
Please leave email at rkish2@verizon.net or call 315785-9108 Eastern Standard time and leave message.All
messages will be answered, no message no call back.
Thanks Bob K.
Larry Kolb
P.O. Box 1244
Haymarket, Va. 20168
703-754-3832 Before 6PM EDT, M-F
Larrykolb@comcast.net
For Sale:
Dial Pulse to Touch Tone Converters for VOIP
services that do not support Dial Pulse. The unit does not
require an external power supply or batteries. Just plug
a rotary phone into one jack and the line cord into the
other. $47.00 each. Price includes shipping and handling
in the U.S. Special pricing for orders of 3 or more.
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Dick Pitzer
(937) 864-5267 or e-mail me at:
rap45323@yahoo.com

TRADE
WESTERN ELECTRIC PONY RECEIVER for the
following payphone relay. The payphone relay must
look just like the one in this picture. Check for the
areas where my two fingers are pointing.   If you have
any of these relays please contact Also have for trade
for this relay, 10A transmitter mount, cast coin guage,
other payphone parts or cash. If your relay looks very
similar to the picture please contact me.
Steve Howell # 218
3044 Brassfield Dr.
Rocky Mount, NC 27803
252-443-7188
howellantiques@earthlink.net
Wanted
Need marked Wesco transmitters to complete 2-box set
and single box set. Will trade other parts I have or pay
cash. Let me hear from you.

Ron knappen
608-582-4124
for sale
Solid brass #6 finger wheels. 1 for $8.00, 2 @ $7.50
ea, 5 @ $7.00 ea, 10 @ $6.50 ea., 25 @$6.00 ea., 50
@ $5.00 ea., 100@ $4.00 ea.

james a Goodwin #554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131
314-822-8138

ed himmelwright #3137
1166 Fishing Creek Rd.
Mill Hall, PA 17751
570-726-6695
wanted
Backplate Mod. Jacks for 554, 3554, 2554, Need
20
Handset Jacks for G type Handset - Need 20
Working condition transmitter confidencer’s to
replace t-1 transmitters on 500 type telephones. I need
6 confidencer’s
9 ft. black (4-conductor’s) spade
end coil cords. Need 8 cords. These 9ft. spade ends go
back to the 1950’s and 6’s to middle 70’s.

wanted
Complete transmitter assembly for this phone. Will pay
cash or trade.

david martin
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
215-628-9490
for sale
Large blue glass bell shapped paperweights, later
hollow variety
The Independent and Bell Telephone
Industry in Florida, 1955, 1,000,000 phone with a map
of Florida $60
1963 West Virginia Centennial $50
southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph, 75th year
1979 1954 with a map of the area $60
New York
Telephone 1963 Cornell University $50
Southern
Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company $50
25th
Anniversary of the American Bell Association, National
Convention Hotel Webster Hall Pittsburgh 1945 1970
$50
Compliments of Millville Kiwanis Club in a
large K in a circle $50
1986 Telephone Pioneers 75
years of service, swirled milk glass with blue $25
Mostly white porcelain sign with flange 12”x16” PAY
STATION on top, with the L&LD Bell logo below, with
The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. Bell System
around the logo. A few chips to the flange and the outer
blue edge, no other damage or fading $425
10”x18”
flange Public Telephone Station Connections furnished
with the toll lines of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Company, Patent Makers Eng, Sam Buckley
& Co New York. A few small edge chips only, no
fading $450
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